
Oathsworn
Blood and mana mixed with
Dirt the dragon’s due
Fields of bodies turned to
Ashen sinew

Horrors all around us
Hunter on our trail
Mortal Weapons useless
We seem Bound to fail

As I make my way through
Bodies torn and slain
Monstrous silhouette
Architect of pain

From the sky
Oathsworn
Til We Die
Lost in time
Oathsworn
Battle Cry!

Through the twisted mist
Darkness before my gaze
Obsidian consumes me
Spirit set ablaze

Beads of light are drawn
May fortune guide my hand
Daylight reawaken
Distant ancient land

Forging the signposts to return
To fill the void someone must burn
When history itself is formed
In the great sands we’re reborn

Oathsworn
Oathsworn
Oathsworn

From the sky



Oathsworn
Til We Die
Lost in time
Oathsworn
Battle Cry!

Across the Rubicon
Dark are the days that have come to this
8 Years of my life in the viper’s pit
A Rome that fed us all to Dis

Caesar says they call us criminal
Those Patricians reprehensible
Now we must do the unthinkable

Chorus:
Bound on with sharpened steel
For Caesar never yield
The Eagle we swear on
To do what must be done
And so the die is cast
Time for withdrawal has past
All apprehension gone
Across the Rubicon

Our duty calls us sail to Greece
Only Victory will bring us piece
Before the thirteenth they fall to their knees

The defeated Pompey ran and fled
To the land of Egypt, of the dead
In a basket a Consul’s head

Bound on with sharpened steel
For Caesar never yield
The Eagle we swear on
To do what must be done
And so the die is cast
Time for withdrawal has past
All apprehension gone
Across the Rubicon

Daggers, made for the night
Were brought, into the daylight



And there, our General died
When he did not, beware March’s Ides!

Bound on with sharpened steel
For Caesar never yield
The Eagle we swear on
To do what must be done
And so the die is cast
Time for withdrawal has past
All apprehension gone
Across the Rubicon

Iacta alea est
(The die is cast)
Austerus prex
(An Austere Prayer)
Veni vidi vici
(I came I saw I conquered)
Sumus populi
(We are of the people)

Nunc tempus adest
(Now the time is here)
Caesar vindicatus est
(Caesar is avenged)
Carnifex es, Brute
(You’re a butcher Brutus)
Ex Rubicone
(Away from the Rubicon)

Creation’s Call

This candle’s burning down and my ink is running low.
Pages with my words pour off the desk
It is proof that he exists beyond the veil of my eyes
I didn’t think his voice would call out and contest.

(I hear his call)
It’s echoing echoing
(I hear his call)
It’s maddening maddening
It is tearing me apart
For this voice keeps calling out



Inside my mind!

A flood gate opened up, now I no longer sleep
Have I won or is this all regret?
This genie from the bottle has now begun to throttle
My sanity is yielding to this threat

(I hear his call)
It’s echoing echoing
(I hear his call)
It’s maddening maddening
It is tearing me apart
For this voice keeps calling out
Inside my mind!

His words keep pouring out every second of the day
Captivating me within his whim
It is a fight I quickly find
Struggling to keep my mind
Am I even me, or am I him?

(I hear his call)
It’s echoing echoing
(I hear his call)
It’s maddening maddening
It is tearing me apart
For this voice keeps calling out
Inside my mind!

Mind going numb
Should I fight on or just succumb
It sees beyond me. Every possibility.
A pawn to a god looks down on self-titled royalty.

(I hear his call)
It’s echoing echoing
(I hear his call)
It’s bolstering bolstering
A champion sings loud



Of the voice that still rings out
Inside my mind!

Brothers of the Five
Traveled from afar
Guided by stars
I see a land of injustice and pain
For here I shall build
That which I willed
People will witness hope again

Army of honor and the will
The resilience we instill
With integrity we stand
We’ll die for our Command
And where we travel hope will thrive
We are the Brothers of the Five

Fight for all that is true
A dawning anew
My arm enacts what my mind will create
Domain of the brave
No man enslaved
Brothers we wash out the darkness and hate

Go forth friends, spread the word
Deliver the truth that you heard

Fight, you must endure
So you can assure
Even from the grave your brothers succeed
Your flesh on the brink
Your blade now will sink
Into the heart of your enemies

Army of honor and the will
The resilience we instill
With integrity we will stand
We’ll die for our Command
And where we travel hope will thrive
We are the Brothers of the Five

Recall, no battle is won



No legend lives on
For those who succeed in nefarious ways
We fight for what’s right
By justice and light
‘Tis the only way to wield the blade

By this sword in my hand
From the snow to the sand
This blade of command

Army of honor and the will
The resilience we instill
With integrity we will stand
We’ll die for our Command
For where we travel hope will thrive
We are the Brothers of the Five

Where there is honor and the will
The resilience we instill
With integrity we will stand
We’ll die for our Command
For where we travel hope will thrive
We are the Brothers of the Five

Sons of the Verdant
They Spread now like a dark disease
On their hands only blood
On their lips only peace

They used to leave us well alone
Until they fell apart
Until some war for some throne

Our volley falls on them like rain
And when they try to run
Fire from whence they came

Their swords had barely left their sheathe
We only left one alive
He tells the story they seethe

Gazing out from the trees breath bated
Hidden for several days we’ve waited
Arrows drawn enemy in sight



Outnumbered but they won’t put up a fight
For the way of the Woodland Clan
Beware the tainted gifts of man!

The Oak of Ages shall recall
The elves that stand, and the foes that fall

Gazing out from the trees breath bated
Hidden for several days we’ve waited
Arrows drawn enemy in sight
Outnumbered but they won’t put up a fight
For the way of the Woodland Clan
Beware the tainted gifts of man!

Gazing out from the trees breath bated
Hidden for several days we’ve waited
Arrows drawn enemy in sight
Outnumbered but they won’t put up a fight
For the way of the Woodland Clan
Beware the tainted gifts of man!

The unending wave
Sons of the Verdant
Be cunning and brave
Sons of the Verdant
My cradle my grave
Sons of the Verdant
Sons of the Verdant
Sons of the Verdant Glade!


